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Abstract

In [KSL92], Kehne et al. present a protocol (KSL) for

key distribution. Their protocol allows for repeated

authentication by means of a ticket. They also give

a proof in BAN logic [BAN89] that the protocol pro-

vides the principals with a reasonable degree of trust

in the authentication and key distribution. They

present an optimality result that their protocol con-

tains a minimal number of messages. Nonetheless, in

[NS93] Neuman and Stubblebine present a protocol

(NS) as an explicit alternative to KSL that requires

one less message in the initial authentication and

key distribution. One goal of this paper is to ex-

amine some of the reasons for this discrepancy. An-

other goal is to demonstrate possible attacks on NS.

Like any attacks on cryptographic protocols, these

depend on assumptions about implementation de-

tails. But, when possible they are serious: a penetra-

tor can initiate the protocol, masquerade as another

principal, obtain the session key, and even generate

the session key herself.
1
We will set out implemen-

tation assumptions required for the attacks to take

place and implementationassumptions that preclude

such an attack. We will also look at other protocols,

including one that is not subject to this form of at-

tack and has the same number of messages as NS.

Finally, we will briey discuss the logical analysis of

these repeat authentication protocols.

Introduction

In [KSL92] Kehne, Sch�onw�alder, and Langend�orfer

present a protocol for multiple authentications that

1I have presented these attacks at the 1993 Cambridge
Workshop on Cryptographic Protocols and at talks to the

Naval Research Laboratory Center for High Assurance Com-
puter Systems, Indiana University Applied Logic Group, and

the Norwegian Defense Research Establishment. I thank the
attendees of these talks for many useful comments. The at-
tacks have also been independently discovered by Ulf Carlsen
[Car93].

is meant to serve as a nonce based alternative to Ker-

beros. (Henceforth, this will be called the `KSL pro-

tocol'.) Kerberos makes use of timestamps, which

some have argued is a drawback since it requires at

least a loose synchronization between the clocks of

the various principals. The only timestamp in the

KSL protocol is just for the use of the principal who

generates it. So, synchronization is not required.

The protocol produces a ticket that can be used for

subsequent authentication with only three messages.

The initial authentication and key distribution re-

quires �ve messages. Kehne et al. present an argu-

ment that this is the minimum number of messages

in order to insure adequate trust by the principals in

the goodness of the key under the assumptions they

set out.

Despite this argument, and as an alternative to the

KSL protocol, Neuman and Stubblebine in [NS93]

present a nonce-based protocol for key distribu-

tion that contains only four messages in the ini-

tial exchange. (Henceforth, this will be called the

`NS protocol'. N.B., this is not a reference to the

Needham-Schroeder protocol, for which cf. [NS78]

and [BAN89].) This protocol will serve as a focus

for our initial discussion. We will set out the proto-

col and describe how to attack it. After that we will

analyze the protocol and the assumptions underlying

the attacks. In particular, we will look both at what

must be assumed for an implementation of the pro-

tocol to be secure against such attacks and at other

protocols that are not subject to such attacks.

We will also look briey at the logical analysis of

repeat authentication protocols including why the

analyses in [KSL92] and [NS93] yield di�erent re-

sults.

1 The NS Protocol

The NS Protocol has two parts. The �rst part con-

sists of an exchange of four messages that results in

1
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the distribution of a session key for secure commu-

nication between two parties via a key distribution

server. It also results in the distribution to the pro-

tocol initiator of a ticket which she can use in a sub-

sequent authentication. The advantages of the ticket

are at least twofold. First, it allows for authorization

of the session key and authentication of the princi-

pals in a subsequent communication involving only

three messages. Second, this subsequent communi-

cation requires only the present actions of the two

principals: no server is needed. Here is a representa-

tion of the initial exchange.
2
An explication follows

immediately.

The initial exchange

(1) A! B: A;Na

(2) B ! S: B; fA;Na; TbgKbs
; Nb

(3) S ! A: fB;Na;Kab; TbgKas
; fA;Kab; TbgKbs

; Nb

(4) A! B: fA;Kab; TbgKbs
; fNbgKab

Following standard practice, we refer to the ini-

tiator, A, of the protocol and the other principal,

B, as `Alice' and `Bob' respectively. S is called

the `server'. The protocol runs as follows. Alice

sends to Bob her own name (so he knows who is at-

tempting to communicate with him) and a nonce,

a random number that she will use to verify the

freshness of later messages that contain it. Sec-

ond, Bob sends to the server his own name and a

nonce of his own. In the same message he sends

the following, all encrypted together with a key,

Kbs, good only for communication between Bob

and the server: A, Na, and a suggested expira-

tion time for the authentication and the session key,

Tb.
3
In the third message, the server sends to Alice:

fB;Na;Kab; TbgKas
; fA;Kab; TbgKbs

; Nb. The �rst

encrypted chunk tells Alice that the server has been

talking to Bob, that the message is fresh (via Na)

and gives her the session key and the expiration time

for the key. The second encrypted chunk gives her

a ticket that she can use for current and subsequent

authentication with Bob. In the fourth message, Al-

ice sends the ticket to Bob. This tells him that the

server has talked to Alice and gives him the session

key. Because Alice has used the session key to en-

crypt Bob's nonce, the second encrypted chunk lets

him know that she has seen the session key recently.

Note that the expiration time ordinarily plays no im-

mediate role in the fourth message. (An exception

might be if it took a long time to arrive.) But, it is

2The initial exchange of the NS protocol is based on a

protocol due to Yahalom, which does not appear to be subject
to the attacks set out below. (cf. [BAN89] or [Yah])

3This is not the standard usage of such notation, which is
ordinarily reserved for timestamps.

included for subsequent authentication when it will

be used to determine if the key is still valid.

Subsequent authentication

(1
0
) A! B: N 0

a
; fA;Kab; TbgKbs

(2
0
) B ! A: N 0

b
; fN 0

a
gKab

(3
0
) A! B: fN 0

b
gKab

In the �rst message, Alice generates a new nonce

and sends this to Bob, along with the ticket from

the initial exchange. Bob then checks the expiration

time of the ticket. If the key is still good he gen-

erates his own new nonce, which he sends to Alice.

He also sends her back the nonce she generated en-

crypted with the session key. Since this key is used

only by Alice and Bob and since she knows the nonce

is fresh, upon her receiving this, Bob will be authen-

ticated to Alice. Finally, Alice encrypts Bob's nonce

with the session key and sends it back to him, thus

authenticating Alice to Bob.

2 Attacking the Protocol

In this section we will look at how to attack the pro-

tocol set out above. We will leave any analysis of

the attacks and discussion of the assumptions neces-

sary for the attacks to succeed until the next section.

We will follow the not yet standard terminology of

referring to the penetrator as `Eve'. When Eve is

masquerading as another principal or intercepts a

message, we will indicate this via subscripts. For ex-

ample, the symbol for Eve when sending a message

as though from Alice or when intercepting a message

intended for Alice is `Ea'.

Attacking the initial exchange

(1) Ea ! B: A;Na

(2) B ! Es: B; fA;Na; TbgKbs
; Nb

(3) Omitted

(4) Ea ! B: fA;Na(= Kab); TbgKbs
; fNbgNa

The attack proceeds as follows: the �rst two steps of

the protocol are as usual except that Eve masquer-

ades as Alice to initiate and also intercepts the mes-

sage from Bob to the server. The third message is

omitted. In place of the usual �rst part of the fourth

message Eve (as Alice) sends the encrypted portion

of the second message. This has the same format as

what should occur except that it substitutes a nonce

where the session key should be. Since Eve has this

nonce/session key (indeed, she generated it) she is

able to use it to encrypt Bob's nonce. Thus, she can

produce the second portion of the fourth message.

At this point she has succeeded both in establishing

a session with Bob while masquerading as Alice and

in having him accept a session key that she holds.

2



Attacking subsequent authentication

In this attack the penetrator may either masquerade

as Alice for the initial exchange or she may simply

eavesdrop on a legitimate initial exchange. In either

case she also has the option of allowing the initial

exchange to run to completion or she can stop it after

the second message. She can then attack subsequent

authentication as follows:

(1
0
) Ea ! B: N 0

a
; fA;Na(= Kab); TbgKbs

(2
0
) B ! Ea: N

0

b
; fN 0

a
gNa

(3
0
) Ea ! B: fN 0

b
gNa

The attack involves the same substitution for the

ticket as the above attack, i.e., the encrypted por-

tion of the second message from the initial exchange.

Once again nonce Na is substituted for Kab. But,

since Na occurred as plaintext in the initial ex-

change, it is available to Eve|whether or not she

actually generated it.

3 Analysis

In the next subsection we set out some of the as-

sumptions on which the attack relies. In addition,

we will propose possible ways to avoid the attack.

These are of two kinds. First, one can separate out

those implementations where the attack is possible

from those in which it is not and then explicitly

state that the protocol is to be implemented only

in those ways that preclude the attack. Second, one

can consider alternatives to the protocol (on the cur-

rent level of abstract description) that do not have

implementations subject to this form of attack. We

will consider both.

Implementation Dependencies

The primary assumption on which the attack de-

pends is of course that substitution of a nonce for a

key may pass undetected. This is not entirely un-

reasonable; they are after all both freshly generated

random numbers. In a given implementation of the

protocol this might be detectable if the implemen-

tation provides for adequate recognition of types,

i.e., distinguishes nonces from keys. Even if typing

were not detectable, the attack might still depend

on whether or not nonces and keys were typically of

di�erent length. Eve might be able to compensate

for this by padding or truncating the nonce in the

�rst message. The success of her attempt to compen-

sate could depend on still other details. Perhaps the

implementation detects incorrect lengths of certain

�elds. Alternatively, if some �eld were of the incor-

rect length, the implementationmight automatically

truncate the �eld when producing the encrypted por-

tion of the second message, or it might simply fail.

Another implementation assumption is that the

same encryption algorithm is used in the second and

the fourth message. Even though the same key is

used for the relevant part of both messages, if the

encryption algorithm is di�erent the attack will not

be possible.
4

The attack also assumes that direction bits are not

being used.
5
Though their means of implementation

di�ers, using direction bits is at most as strong as

having encrypted to and from �elds. Assuming such

�elds, in any encrypted text within a given message

it is always detectable who sent the message. Since

the second message is fromBob and the ticket is from

the server (via Alice), Bob should be able to detect

the substitution of the encrypted portion of the sec-

ond message into the fourth. Thus, an alternative

to the NS protocol that di�ers only in adding these

�elds would not be subject to the above attack. This

would, however, add at least slightly to the expense

of encrypting and sending of the relevant messages.

Therefore, rather than this alternative protocol we

might want to simply restrict ourselves to implemen-

tations of NS where direction bits are being used,

which might be less costly.
6

We note also that while direction bits would solve

the attacks on this particular protocol, they cannot

be viewed as a general solution. In [Syv93] we dis-

cussed a general class of attacks on protocols that

we called \causal consistency attacks" because they

are characterized by a mismatch of the local histo-

ries of the protocol for each of the principals. Thus,

although they each apparently see the right things

in executing the protocol, their model of the causal

chain of events di�ers. In other words, the princi-

pals fail to have matching histories of the protocol.

(Matching histories was raised as a component in the

characterization of a secure protocol in [DvOW92].)

The above attacks are causal consistency attacks.

In [Syv93] we presented a protocol that is subject

to causal consistency attack whether or not direc-

tion bits are used. Similar attacks have also been

looked at in [BGH
+
92] and [Sne92], and they are

also detectable using the methods of [SM93]. They

are generally not expressible in BAN, of which more

will be said below. For a more general discussion of

such attacks and such methods the reader is referred

to the papers cited in this paragraph.

Another possible alternative protocol would be one

that introduces a more general kind of typing. One

4I thank Wenbo Mao for pointing this out to me.
5This was �rst pointed out to me by Virgil Gligor and

Li Gong. It was also pointed out independently by Stuart
Stubblebine.

6I thank Doug Maughan and Li Gong for helpful discus-
sions on the general nature and application of direction bits.
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could attach to each chunk of encrypted text an in-

dicator that says that, e.g., this is a piece of message

n in a run of protocol X.
7
This would preclude the

above attack, and I suspect it would preclude any

causal consistency attacks. One drawback to requir-

ing such types in all cryptographic protocols would

be the unnecessary additional expense in computa-

tion and communication when such attacks were not

possible for other reasons. (For example, if we knew

that using direction bits were su�cient to rule out

the attack against a given protocol and we limited

ourselves to those implementations employing direc-

tion bits.) This additional expense might be out-

weighed by the general cost of determining where

the types are necessary and where they are not. A

more immediate practical concern is the redundancy

introduced by this measure. Amongst other possi-

bilities, it would allow for exhaustive search attacks

on password based encryption as in, for example,

Kerberos.

One more possible way of avoiding the above attacks

on the NS protocol would be to simply revert to

the KSL protocol that preceded NS. This has the

advantage of not being subject to the implementa-

tion restrictions of NS, i.e., we need not make the

above mentioned assumptions about ability to rec-

ognize type, the use of direction bits, etc. in order for

an implementation to be secure against attacks like

the one above.
8
However, KSL has the disadvantage

of requiring one more message than NS. Is it possible

to construct a protocol that has no implementations

subject to the above type of attack (like KSL) but

that is no more expensive than NS? We can block the

substitution of a nonce for a key by simply switching

the order of timestamp and nonce in the encrypted

�eld of the second message of NS. For convenience,

this is called the permuted protocol.

Permuted protocol

(1) A! B: A;Na

(2) B ! S: B; fA; Tb; NagKbs
; Nb

(3) S ! A: fB;Na;Kab; TbgKas
; fA;Kab; TbgKbs

; Nb

(4) A! B: fA;Kab; TbgKbs
; fNbgKab

Even if type substitutions are not readily detectable,

the above attack is not possible on this protocol be-

cause the timestamp in the second message must

match the timestamp in the fourth, and these are not

in the same location within the encrypted �eld. Un-

fortunately, other similar attacks are possible. For

7Mart��n Abadi proposed this to me as a potential general

way of dealing with causal consistency attacks.
8Of course we must still make the standard assumptions

that encryption is not broken via direct cryptanalysis, honest
principals do not broadcast secret keys, etc.

example, the penetrator can obtain a fresh times-

tamp, Tb, via a correct initial exchange. She can then

attack the protocol using both the initial exchange

and the subsequent authentication as follows:

(1) Ea ! B: A;Na(= N; Tb)

(2) B ! Es: B; fA; T
0

b
; N; TbgKbs

; Nb

(3) Omitted

(4) Omitted

Here Na consists of the timestamp previously ob-

tained, Tb, appended to a nonce (or nonce initial

segment) generated by Eve. Using the encrypted

�eld from the second message of the initial exchange

as a ticket, Eve then follows the subsequent authen-

tication part of the protocol to authenticate herself

as Alice to Bob:

(1
0
) Ea ! B: N 0

a
; fA;Kab(= T 0

b
; N ); TbgKbs

(2
0
) B ! Ea: N

0

b
; fN 0

agKab

(3
0
) Ea ! B: fN 0

b
gKab

This attack works as long as Tb has not expired,

which should not occur for a while since it is designed

to be good for repeated authentications. (Of course

this attack also relies on assumptions about imple-

mentation similar to those for the attacks on NS.)

Note that while T 0

b
does not appear as cleartext it is

easily predicted by the penetrator, all the more so

since she has Tb. Thus, she can obtain Kab through

a combination of known and predictable plaintext.

(Even if she could not obtain Tb via a correct initial

exchange, it should also be fairly predictable.)

It may thus seem unclear how to construct a proto-

col that is both no more expensive in computation

or communication than NS and also free of extra

security assumptions at the implementation level.

However, we can combine features from both KSL

and NS so as to do just that. The feature of KSL

that makes such attacks so di�cult to �nd is that

the ticket is encrypted using a key exclusively for

that purpose (rather than one that is used for com-

munication between a principal and the server). In

KSL Bob uses his ticket key to produce the ticket for

Alice. If we allow the server to produce the ticket

instead, then we can reduce the number of messages

in the initial exchange.

Ticket key protocol9

(1) A! B: A;Na

(2) B ! S: B; fA;Na; TbgKbs
; Nb

(3) S ! A: fB;Na;Kab; TbgKas
; fA;Kab; TbgKbb

; Nb

(4) A! B: fA;Kab; TbgKbb
; fNbgKab

9The subsequent exchange has virtually the same form as
that of KSL and NS. We do not bother to reproduce it here.
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Here, following Kehne et al., we use `Kbb' to repre-

sent a key used exclusively to produce a ticket to be

checked only by Bob. Not following Kehne et al., the

ticket key is assumed to be known to the server as

well as to Bob. However, the server is expected to

use it only for this purpose. And, Bob is expected to

be able to detect the error should he receive either

a putative ticket encrypted with Kbs or a non-ticket

encrypted with Kbb. This protocol does require that

the server store two keys for each principal. But, ex-

cept for this storage, the expense is identical to that

of NS, and it does not require the additional security

assumptions on implementations that NS does.

Logical Analysis

Both KSL and NS were analyzed by their original

authors using BAN logic. According to Neuman

and Stubblebine, the NS protocol was evaluated us-

ing BAN to show that both principals have ade-

quate belief in the goodness of the distributed key

to meet functional requirements. And, there are no

apparent errors in their analysis. The inability of

BAN to represent such aws was discussed in [Sne92]

and [Syv93]. Snekkenes used Bieber's logic CKT5

([Bie89], [Bie90]) to analyze such aws while [Syv93]

used a temporal extension of Abadi and Tuttle's

version of BAN. [AT91] Very recently Carlsen has

built on the work of Bieber and Snekkenes and ap-

plied CKT5 to the implementation dependent aws

of NS discussed herein. [Car93] We will not here

generally analyze the advantages and limitations of

BAN, which have been the subject of much pre-

vious discussion. (In addition to the papers just

mentioned, cf., e.g., [GNY90], [GKSG91], [Nes90],

[BAN90], [Sne91], [Syv91], [Syv92].)

We will also not rehash the details of the analyses

by Kehne et al. or Neuman and Stubblebine; we will

focus primarily on their results. These logical results

help shed light on an apparent discrepancy between

[KSL92] and [NS93], viz: Neuman and Stubblebine

are able to produce a protocol for repeated authenti-

cation requiring only four messages despite the anal-

ysis in [KSL92] showing that the �ve message initial

exchange of KSL is minimal. Kehne et al. derived

the following conclusions concerning their protocol:

1: A believes A
Kab

 ! B.

2: B believes A believes A
Kab

 ! B.

3: B believes A
Kab

 ! B.

4: A believes B believes A
Kab

 ! B.

`A
Kab

 ! B' means that Kab is a good key for A to

speak with B and vice versa. No one other than A or

B will ever encrypt messages using Kab. The mean-

ing of the formalisms of BAN is discussed in [BAN89]

and they are given a precise model-theoretic seman-

tics in [AT91].

Kehne et al. state the assumptions under which their

protocol is minimal, including that \the formalized

goals of authentication stated above have to be de-

ducible". Neuman and Stubblebine do not produce

a protocol in which the above results are obtained

via a four message initial exchange. Rather they

claim that the goals in question are not necessary

to meet the \functional objectives" of the protocol.

It is true that their protocol meets the functional

objectives they state with only four messages; how-

ever, they simply state that these are also the objec-

tives of KSL. KSL also supports the objective that

Bob know's Alice has the session key while NS does

not (nor do the permuted or ticket key protocols).

This objective corresponds to the fourth logical re-

sult above. Since Kehne et al. do not put things

speci�cally in terms of functional objectives it is di�-

cult to evaluate their intentions in those terms. They

did not say whether or not they meant to include

such an objective. However, without it their opti-

mality analysis is spurious. Therefore, it is unchari-

table at best to assume for them that this is not an

objective of their protocol.

Neuman and Stubblebine also claim that the log-

ical derivation by Kehne et al. of results regarding

the subsequent authentication protocol are incorrect.

This is because the derivation depends on Bob's be-

lief in the freshness of Tb.
10

Neuman and Stub-

blebine's evidence is the account of freshness given

in [BAN89]. Therein something is called fresh if it

has not been sent in a message at any time before

the current run of the protocol. But, in a subsequent

authentication run, Tb would have been used previ-

ously, at least during the initial exchange. Thus,

they conclude that the derivation (with respect to

subsequent authentication) that Bob believes Kab is

a good key relies on a spurious assumption.

While this is perhaps one reasonable interpretation

of BAN in application to KSL, it is not the only one.

Thus, the derivation by Kehne et al. need not be

considered \incorrect" as Neuman and Stubblebine

claimed. For, there is nothing to preclude interpret-

ing `current run of the protocol' as beginning with

the �rst message of the initial exchange. This leaves

the termination of the current run open ended, but

in practice that is equally true of a standard pro-

tocol without any such reauthentication options. It

may take a very long time to proceed from the �rst

10According to Kehne et al., in KSL, `Tb' refers to a times-
tamp. In NS it is considered to be the expiration time of
the ticket. We will see presently that there is an important
tension underlying the choice of terminology.
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message to the last. Such a protocol generally has

a speci�c �nal message, but there is nothing in the

basic description to rule out a month passing from

the time the session key is initially sent out until the

�nal message is sent. Threats that this might engen-

der are generally dealt with by some sort of timeout

feature, and in the KSL protocol this is explicitly in-

corporated into the use of the ticket: in subsequent

authentication Bob checks the timestamp to deter-

mine whether the current run of the protocol has

timed out. These sorts of debates over the mean-

ing of formal expressions are commonplace in BAN

analyses. As a rule of thumb, BAN is probably the

most easy to use tool around that sometimes un-

covers previously unnoticed features and/or aws in

protocols, but one should be excruciatingly cautious

in attaching implications for security to any positive

results one derives with it.

Nonetheless, reauthentication poses questions that

were not in the scope of consideration of the original

BAN authors. And, the di�erence between the above

interpretation and that by Neuman and Stubblebine

brings this out clearly. Even though under the above

interpretation, there is nothing wrong with the BAN

analysis of KSL by Kehne et al., there is a tension be-

tween this interpretation and the need for reauthen-

tication. For, if freshness is bounded only by the be-

ginning of the initial exchange, then there is no need

for reauthentication. As Neuman and Stubblebine

put it, there is \an inconsistency between the proto-

col description and the idealization of the protocol to

obtain the following assumption about the freshness

of the timestamp: B believes fresh Tb." However,

Bob's belief that Kab is good is clearly determined

by whether or not Tb has expired. And, this sounds

suspiciously like a freshness concern. Neuman and

Stubblebine rely on extralogical reasoning to deter-

mine that, because Tb has not expired, Kab is still

good . Kehne et al. attempt to justify this logically

using BAN, but they can only do so at the expense

of rendering reauthentication seemingly superuous.

What is needed is the capability to represent rela-

tive freshness. In this way one could reason logically

that, because of Tb's freshness with respect to the ini-

tial exchange, Bob considers Kab to be good. But,

because Tb is not considered fresh with respect to

the subsequent exchange, more is needed to authen-

ticate Alice to Bob. Both, Bieber's CKT5 [Bie90]

and my temporal version of AT [Syv93], seem to be

capable of expressing these subtleties, but the details

are beyond the scope of this paper.

4 Conclusions

We have looked at a number of protocols for key ex-

change with repeated authentication in this paper.

We have also seen that BAN cannot clearly be ap-

plied in general to such protocols because these may

require di�erentiation of relative freshness. (This is

no criticism of BAN since it was not designed to ap-

ply to such protocols.) Each of the protocols we

looked at has certain advantages over the others.

KSL attains objectives not attainable by the oth-

ers. NS attains a reasonable set of objectives with

fewer messages than KSL, as do the permuted and

ticket key protocols. The permuted protocol is sub-

ject to di�erent attacks than NS; hence, it may rely

on di�erent assumptions about the security provided

at other levels of implementation. The ticket key

protocol has the same computational and commu-

nication expense as NS but does not have all the

insecure implementations that NS does. Nonethe-

less, unlike NS, it requires that each principal have

two keys held by him and the server. Which of these

features is most important is ultimately up to the

protocol implementor.
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